
Notes from the Club Secretary: Paul Sherbo 

CRUSING RIGHT ALONG 

Let’s Spring Forward!  

It seems like winter has lasted forever around here. Just when I think we are going to pull out of the malaise 

of cold and rain, we seem to jump back to cold weather. There was a frost alert not long ago, but fortunately, 

it didn't happen. We had zero apples last year due to a late frost. I am itching to get out and drive my ride 

more, and I’ll bet you are too. This weekend is supposed to be dry, so I am likely headed off to cars and cof-

fee which runs year-round these days. The die-hards do come out every Saturday rain or shine at Langers 

Family Entertainment Center in Sherwood. If you haven’t checked it out, you should go sometime. The regu-

lars are fun people and very welcoming. There are always interesting cars that show up from 8 to 10:30 or so.  

As I write this, we have just had our April meeting last weekend. We finalized the show 

agenda, and we are locked and loaded, so to speak, and ready to roll into 2023. Bear in 

mind that optional shows will likely be added, so stay tuned for announcements on that as 

we near the season opening. As usual, we open with the All Ford Show in Hillsboro. We 

are hoping for a great turn out, and for mother nature to cooperate. It rained last year, but 

we still had a great turn out and managed to win the club participation award, which came 

with a $100 prize. That was a nice boost for the treasury. The rest of the shows are listed 

later in this newsletter. We expanded the usual 6 club events to 7 this year, and I know, I 

for one, will be attending at least two others, including the Rod Run to the End of the 

World in Long Beach, WA on the weekend of September 9. It will be my first time at this 

show. People tell me “You gotta do this show once before you die”. I guess they feel I am 

not getting any younger, so I better make it happen this year. I will probably also return to a show started last 

year called Horsepower on the Green at the Arrowhead Golf club just outside Molalla. The setting is lovely. 

It starts at 10:00 AM and ends by 2:00 pm on July 22, and serves cocktails! What’s not to like?  

We certainly come into this year having had a great off-season. We had a terrific showing at the Portland 

Roadster show which you likely know from the show report published earlier. We will expand a bit on that cov-

erage with some pics of other cars in this newsletter. We also continue to add new members, which shows 

the vitality of the club and is important, because we do have attrition as some members have either sold their 

cars, or are in process of moving on for one reason or another. Based on the meetings, it is obvious Galaxies 

Northwest has legs, and we continue to run hard!  

In this issue, we will be introduced to new member Rod Compton’s lovely, and soon to be outrageously pow-

ered ‘64, and with help from long time member Ross Lisle, we will get a history lesson on the grandfather of 

all of our engines, the game changing and venerable Ford Flathead V8.  

Finally, thanks to Kam McCormick for our seasonal look for the newsletter.   Ready? Let’s Spring Forward!  

 



New Members  

From The 
Driver’s Seat 

A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR  

     About a year ago, Karen and I took a trip to the United Kingdom. We were there 
for the better part of a month- it involved a lot of driving. The original idea was to at-
tend the Goodwood Festival of Speed. We missed all but one partial day of the Festi-
val due to illness, but on that one partial day, we did notice something very interesting
- designated Galaxie parking. The Festival, with over 100,000 people in attendance, 
has several large and distant parking lots, but also has a smaller close in 'special' lot. 
This lot is next to the Festival proper, and is set up for attendees to view the cars in 
the lot in conjunction with the Festival. Cars allowed to park in this lot are vintage Fer-
raris, Maserati’s, Porsches, Jaguars, Aston Martins, etc. and, specifically, Galaxies. 
Although often viewed in the US as a mainstream offering by one of the big three auto 
companies, Galaxies are seen in the UK, especially Goodwood, as a somewhat exot-
ic model that won the touring car racing championship in the United Kingdom. 

     Going to and from Goodwood and other locations in England required quite a bit of 
driving. Others may have had different experiences on British roads, but here are my impressions. Driving on 
the other side of the road is not really hard to get used to. The driver is still near-
est the center of the road, away from the edge. All else falls into place. 

     The roads themselves are another matter. I think they are mostly descended 
from ancient foot paths, bridle paths and livestock/wagon trails. Most are tightly 
bounded by stone walls, stone buildings or an impenetrable hedge, all of which 
come right up to where the fog line would be here. Shoulders and pull-offs are 
pretty much non-existent. When oncoming traffic appears, a sideswipe seems 
inevitable, but two cars will fit. The trick is to keep the driver's edge of the car 
right on the centerline, ignoring the roadside edge of the car. Easier said than 
done, but it does work. 

     Many roads, even in parts of London, use 
roundabouts extensively, almost to the point 
of eliminating traffic lights and stop signs. 
These traffic circles are not the large diame-
ter easy to navigate ones found here. The 
English roundabout may be the hub for con-
verging roads, bridle paths, trails and the occasional driveway. They can 
easily defeat a GPS device, who knows if the announced 'take the third 
left' instruction counted the apparent sheep path. Any mistake in the 
roundabout sends the driver off in a new, unknown direction to a new 
roundabout like an errant ball in a pinball machine. The lack of shoulders 
or pullouts means there is no stopping, just a scramble for new GPS in-
structions. 

     Another surprise was the near absence of public parking , present as an afterthought at best. We drove 
straight through any number of charming towns and villages that certainly warranted a stop, but with no 
shoulder, pullout or parking, they were left in the rearview mirror as we headed off for our next roundabout 
encounter.  

     The biggest surprises, road system wise, were the freeway-like roads. These expressways were, again, 
very narrow, and seemed to deal with rain by having "caution, possi-
ble high water" signs posted in low spots. Oddest of all were the ex-
pressway "pedestrian crossing" signs. We wondered what they could 
mean and why they were there. An overhead walkway, a tunnel under 
the freeway? What they actually indicated was a gap in the wall or 
hedge or whatever on each side of the freeway, where the prospec-
tive pedestrians could ready themselves to run/sprint across the free-
way through any gaps in the traffic. We didn't see any bodies, so I 
guess it works. 

     All in all, I think a motor bike might be the best bet for driving in the 
UK. 

                                     Steve Thomas 

 

            

                     Steve Thomas Weighs In  



This Month’s Feature Article by XXXXXXXXX 
   This ‘64 Will Become the stuff of Lore 

           This Month’s Feature Member and Car  

Enthusiasts 

Member: Rod Compton  

Car: 1964 Galaxie   

Member since:  February 2023 

Story by: Rod Compton with commentary by Paul Sherbo  

We welcome our latest new member, in this issue. Rod Compton looks to be a great addition to Galaxies 
NW. Apart from being the proud owner of a ‘64 XL 500, he has quite a stable of other rides, including a nasty 
Cobra with none other than a 427 ‘Cammer engine. Bring it on, baby!  We will take a dive into Rod’s back-
ground and check out his other rides as well, and include a brief look at his girlfriend’s very unique mini cars.  

Rod: I got into Ford vehicles because my dad always had Ford trucks when I was growing up.  Most of my 
buddies had Chevys so the rivalry started. To list some of the Fords I’ve owned over the years (not including 
the ones I currently own)  

- 91 F350 4x4 Lariat, 1st vehicle I bought new.  

- 95 Bronco (white, just like OJ’s) 

- 96 Bronco 

- 91 Mustang GT 

- 84 Mustang   

- 78 F150 4x4 

- 78 F150 4x4 

- 79 F350 4x4 (just sold it on BaT) 

About my current Galaxie:  I purchased in Iowa a 
couple months ago.   

1964 Galaxie 500XL black on black. It currently 
has  a 289 with swing away column shift cruise-o
-matic. In about 2 weeks:, I will be adding a 
Crites teardrop hood (at the painter now). Next 
winter however, a bigger change is coming. The 
Galaxie will get a 525 cu. In. all aluminum 427 SOHC (800hp) by Blair Patrick, Borla IR EFI., 6R80 6 speed 
automatic, 35 spline Strange S-Trac and 4 wheel disk brakes.   
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Here’s some more points about me: 

- Grew up in Kelso WA graduated high school in ‘87.  

- Went to college at Oregon Tech, grad 1991.  

- After graduating I went to work for Peter Kiewit Sons, Construction Company.  

- Traveled with Kiewit living in Hawaii 3 different times, Lynden WA, Alaska, Georgia, Edmonton AB Canada, 
British Columbia, Los Angeles 2 times, Portland and Vancouver.  

- I retired From Kiewit after 27 years.   

- Soon after I opened a Grease Monkey lube shop on 4th plain in the Orchards area.  

- 2 years later I bought the Battle Ground Grease Monkey lube shop and Car Wash.  

- I live in Hockinson, WA on 22 acres with a 50,000 gallon Koi pond in the front yard with 300+ Koi. - I have a 
3000 sq foot shop with 5 car lifts.   

- Girlfriend is Julie Strock, We met in 8th grade. She likes micro cars and has: 

    - 1958 Isetta 

    - 1960 Autobianchi  

    - 1969 Isuzu 360 microvan 

    - 2008 Smart car (her largest   
     vehicle) 

 

Hobbies: 

- Working on cars and car shows  

• Hunting (archery and rifle) 
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Other vehicles I currently own: 
 
1. 67 Shelby 427 Cobra Replica (ERA Replicas) 482” all iron 427 SOHC (625hp), Tremec TKX 5 speed,     
 Salisbury IRS.  
2. 1969 Shelby GT350, all stock.  

3. 1967 Fastback Mustang (project - on rotisserie now) 

4. 1963.5 Galaxie 500. In rough shape. I might sell it later this summer.   

5. 1970 F250 4x4 mud truck, 557” (429 based) Kaase P51 heads (900hp, 800tq) 

6. 1976 F250 Super Cab (project) 

7. 1978 F250 regular cab (project) 

8. 1989 “Best of the Desert series” Desert Racing Truck (Ford Ranger project) 

9. 1969 Camaro, Stroupe Top Sportsman drag car.   
 1600hp 670” Sonny’s hemi. (6.82@202mph) 
10. 2013 CVO Harley Road King 

11. 2005 Flat track racer Harley XR750     

12. 2005 KTM EXC525 dirt bike 

13. 2016 Polaris RZR Turbo  

14. 2022 Ram TRX (702hp) daily driver.  
 
Plus Julie has 4 micro cars.  
 
1 Bucket list vehicles: 
2. 1942 Willys MB (custom crawler) 
3. GT40 mk1 replica  
4. 2013 Cobra Jet drag car after I sell the ‘69 Camaro.  
  

 

mailto:6.82@202mph
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Paul Sherbo: As you can see from the pictures and the info on his cars and his plans, we are fortunate to 
have Rod join Galaxies NW. To say that he is a dyed in the wool car guy is an obvious understatement. This 
is going to be fun. Speaking for myself and many people I have witnessed, when the hood on any car with a 
Cammer in it opens, you can hear a collective gasp. It is probably everybody’s fantasy engine, and for good 
reason. When this 525 cubic inches of that 800 HP fire breathing monster comes to life, It will be something 
to witness. My knees will probably be trembling with excitement.  

I think there will be cool stuff apart from the Galaxies too. Some of it I am guessing will be at the drag strip. 
But personally, I would love to see the mini cars too. What fun. I can hear my wife Judy’s comments already. 
I am sure there will at least one “Oh isn't that cute!” coming. Perhaps someone in the club will be interested 
in the ‘63 1/2 fastback if Rod is going to sell, as he said he might do. In any event we have a new member 
with a lot of iron, including one soon to be even more exciting ‘64 Galaxie. The car already has loads of cool, 
but it will no doubt be even more of a center of attraction with that ‘Cammer under the hood. That is good for 
the club. Having more people attracted to our cars only furthers our goal of “focused on the preservation and 
display of Ford "Galaxie" cars produced from 1959 to 1974 to the public for their education and enjoyment.” 

The best news here is that our own enjoyment is about to take a giant leap forward. Welcome Rod and Ju-
lie . We are excited to have you with us. As our members will see later in this newsletter, we have an active 
show season planned, including a number where we have enjoyed success in the past with awards and 
gaining new members. Rod and Julie are definitely a big time added attraction. Let’s get ready to ride into 
2023 with our first show at the 41ST ANNUAL ALL FORD SHOW & SWAP MEET on June 10 at the Wash-
ington County Fairgrounds! 



H                        Hail to the Ancestor of Our Engines Fun Stuff 

Ross Lisle helps us look back to the venerable Ford flathead V8 

We talk a lot about Ford FE V8 engines, and we love them for good reason. I think most all of our club cars  
have them, though at least one has a transplanted 385 Series 460 cu.in. As you probably know, there were 
predecessors to the FE motors called the Y-Block engines used in the earlier Galaxies. The last year of 
these was 1962. We honored that series with an article in our Fall 2021 Newsletter, which was fun.  

So, why not step further back in time and take a look at the grandfather to all Ford V8 engines, the venera-
ble Ford Flathead V8? This should be a cool retro trip to the old times. I don’t remember too much about 
them, but recall seeing one in a pickup sitting and idling. You could have put a glass of champagne on the 

air cleaner and it wouldn’t move a micrometer. 
These were smooth running engines, and a little 
research reveals why they were so important to 
Ford and the industry. It is time well spent to 
have a little history lesson. After all, the flathead 
was practically the foundation of hot-rodding, and 
how could we not want to pay homage to this 
foundational, sweet sounding icon of the Ford 
Motor Company.  

Fortunately for us, Ross Lisle, one of our long 
time members has a great deal of experience 
with Flatheads and currently owns two of them, 
along with a slew of parts. How cool is that? I 
interviewed Ross to review his takes on this clas-
sic. We started by asking Ross how he got in-
volved in Flatheads. It seems his story begins 
with them as far back as high school. “  

“I had other Ford cars going to college and else-
wise in my life, and I had always liked the middle 30’s cars. They were the height of style for a long time, 
and one of my favorites was a pick up. Between 1935, ‘36 and a good portion of ‘37, the fenders and the 
grill and general shape were all reminiscent of the ‘34 automobile. But the pick-up was cool because you 
could carry things! I wound up buying a ‘36 pickup. It was not very expensive because the motor had a 
cracked block”. Speaking of cracked blocks, it is worth noting that these engines were known for cracking, if 
their barely adequate cooling system was overtaxed, particularly in racing. “So we towed it home and pulled 
that block out and ultimately even found a buyer for it. I was really getting involved with this flathead thing in 
the middle ‘70’s and I went looking for them here and there. I ran into a whole lot of worn out and or suspi-
cious motors, and finally bumped into one that had a tiny 
crack in the block that didn’t hurt anything. I told the owner 
that it had a crack, and that I would give him 5 bucks for it, 
brought it home and ran it for a while as I was continuing 
my search. I really didn’t tear into the engines, but it was 
easy to take the cylinder head off to look for cracks. The 
head is basically a flat hunk of iron that seals the combus-
tion chambers and water passages from each other. It has 
21 or 24 studs or bolts depending on the model, and you 
look for suspicious cracks between the valves and the cylin-
der wall. Or, a little further away there is a water passage, 
and a crack can go in that direction. There’s a number of 
other places in the blocks where cracks could happen as 
well. The good news was at this time, there were lots of 
places where blocks could be found.”  This is certainly not 
the case these days. “Most of the old car guys got tired of 
looking at the 5 or 6 they had laying around and got rid of them. Likely, most of them were running engines, 
but time moved on, and everyone was beginning to deal with overhead valve engines. They had more 
horsepower.” These days the flatheads are seeing a revival, and numerous after market suppliers and pro-
ducing parts for vintage hot-rods in particular. That is fitting given that the flathead was the godfather of all 
hot rod engines, and folks have been using them almost since their debut. Even today, the engines are still 
being used even at Bonneville, with some with racers going 200 MPH with superchargers. That is pretty im-
pressive considering the engine has only 3 main bearings.  
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Also, early hot rodders also had overhead valve 
conversions available designed by brothers 
Zora and Yura Arkus-Duntov and their Ardun 
Mechanical Corporation of New York. Zora went 
to Ford with their idea for a flathead V-8 OHV 
conversion after WWII when their company’s 
military contracts were terminating. Ford passed 
on the idea, so Zora went ahead and with the 
engineering help of George Kudasch, designed 
a kit in1947.It featured hemispherical combus-
tion chambers! This is worthy of note in that 
Chrysler’s famed hemi engine design did not 
debut until 1951. The conversion kit added quite 
a bit of weight to the engine, some 60 pounds 
and made the engine a foot wider. It was expen-
sive, but produced 160 HP. Only 200 –250 sets 
were produced. This development only added to 
the lore of the famous Ford motor.  

Ross’ continued fascination with the engines is 
reflected in his wealth of knowledge of what to 
look for when hunting down a good core in 
terms of potential problem areas and he also 
knows a lot of history of the engines. Ross said 
Henry Ford developed the flathead because 
Chevrolet was producing an overhead valve six cylinder engine and beginning to really dent Ford’s sales. 
Henry Ford didn’t like the design of in-line sixes, and was determined to make a V8. It was a big challenge 
to make one at a good price point, but Ford did it, and a big part of that was the revolutionary one-piece 
casting technology of the engine block. Because of it, the engines could be produced for lower cost than 
previous V8’s. After a rough start, the rest is history. It is quite a story, and Ross tells it like a tale being told 
around a camp fire. Very fun stuff!  

As you might expect, Ross is also familiar with some of the rather peculiar maintenance procedures of the 
engine, like how to adjust the valves, which as it turns out, is a fascinating mechanical exercise. The lifters 
were not adjustable from the factory, at least not in the manner most of us might be familiar with in over-
head valve engines. To adjust the valves, you first need to remove the intake manifold to access them. 

Then you compress the spring and remove 
a clip to release the valve. To adjust the 
valve, you literally grind off the end of it until 
you get the proper clearance against each 
lifter. It is a painstaking, all day job, which is 
probably why the adjustable lifter was devel-
oped. This aftermarket piece is essentially 
an assembly with a bolt head on the lifter. 
The bolt used very tight threads which 
would remain in position, and was screwed 
in or out to set the clearance to factory 
specs. Pretty wild…. 

None the less, there are a number of pretty 
cool things about the original design in that 
it was compact and relatively easy to re-
build. Still, the early motors had a number of 
issues other than the overheating men-
tioned earlier. That problem was primarily 
caused by the location of the 2 water pumps 

and the fact that there was no thermostat. The flathead was put into production perhaps too quickly. Nearly 
all of the first 2,000 engines needed their cams, valves, valve-guides, and front covers changed. The next 
2,000 also  

The Ardun heads  

Complete valve 

and spring as-

sembly with 

the adjustable 

lifter 

The individual parts 

of the factory as-

sembly. The valve 

guide is two pieces!  
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needed repair, and most of the first 4,250 cars assembled were used as demonstrators and not sold to the 
public. Many cars were fitted with the more reliable 4-cylinder engine. Teething troubles aside, Ford pro-
duced 212,238 V-8s between production start-up in March 1932 and December 1932. The steadfast Henry 
Ford kept making them better and better, improving the cooling system, reducing oil consumption, which was 
another  pretty serious issue. Some engines used a quart of oil every 50 miles. The dipstick was made 1 
inch short to prevent the public from operating cars with insufficient oil. In fact, between 1932 and 1935, five 
different oil indicators were used with various pan designs. Excessive piston wear was also an issue, Early 
pistons, from 1932 to 1935, were aluminum alloy, but in 1935 steel dome pistons were put in limited use. 
They were standard on all engines from April 1936 

until1938 

By 1934 most of 
the early prob-
lems had been 
remedied, and 
the motor could 
crank out 90 hp, 
return about 20 
mpg, and hit 90 
mph in the right 
car. With the help 
of the aftermarket 
it could go much 
faster. By the end 
of 1934, Ford had 

produced some 1,352,202 V-8 engines. 

In 1935 the V-8 block was significantly changed to 
accommodate flow-through, or positive crankcase 
ventilation. The previously mentioned domed pis-
tons were installed, and new casting technology allowed for a cast-alloy steel crank to replace the earlier 
forged cranks. The year 1935 was also significant because the 2 millionth V-8 car rolled off the production 
lines. The following year, the 3 millionth was produced.  

New for 1936 were shell-type main bearings, replacing the previous poured white-metal Babbitt bearings. A 
more economical dual-throat Stromberg 97 carb replaced the Detroit Lubricator, and a new fuel pump was 
introduced. That same year, Ford applied for a license to build a two-seater light airplane powered by an alu-
minum V-8; 10 of these were reportedly built.  

As is obvious by now, the Ford flathead V8 certainly was a quirky engine by today’s standards, but its funda-
mental place in the pantheon of power-
plants cannot be disputed. All engines of 
the era had their issues, and as you can 
see from reading about the progress with 
the flathead over the years, it was a testa-
ment to Ford’s desire to move the ball for-
ward in engine technology. Remember also 
the first Y Block engine was 239 cubic inch-
es displacement, the same as the last flat-
head in 1953, so there is no question that 
the flathead was the forerunner of the next 
generation of engines. For my part, when I 
hear the delicious sound of our FE V8’s I 
sometimes remember the flathead and give 
homage to the role it played in leading us to 
that sweet rumble coming from under the 
hood of our Galaxies. With more aftermar-
ket support, as we are seeing now, it’s Flat-
heads forever! I like the sound of that.  

Ross Lisle 

Marilyn Lilsle and her beloved 

‘36  pickup with the Flathead  



           CLUB EVENT PHOTOS 

Portland Roadster Show Recap 

A recap of the Portland Roadster Show was pub-

lished after the event. It was a smashing success. 

Below are a few more photos from for your enjoy-

ment. Thank you to all who helped make the show 

such a meaningful and exciting exhibition.  



       CLUB MEETING PHOTOS 

Some pics from our past few meetings  

We have had great attendance at meetings this year. Thanks to all for showing up and contributing. You 

members are the wheels that roll us forward, keeping our Galaxies in the public eye and bringing more fans 

and members into the fold. We look forward to seeing many of you at future club events in 2023. Let’s give 

‘em a show! All the shows for 2023 are listed later in this newsletter. A special shout out to Bob and Letta 

Galli for hosting several of our meetings this year! 

 



                       Fun Stuff  

Paul Sherbo visits our sister chapter in Kansas City   

I recently attended the equivalent of the Portland Roadster Show in Kansas City. It is called “World of 
Wheels”. It was a nice show, but initially I saw only one tired Galaxie. Suddenly, I came upon another, and it 
was a sweetheart. Ironically, it was entered by the local chapter of Ford Galaxie Club of America. The Chap-
ter is called “Ride Through Time Galaxies”. I met senior member Raymond “Red” Grubb and his son who 
were showing their super smooth and clean 300, which is the model below the Galaxie. It is pictured below. 
The car featured a custom interior with fully digital (but analog looking) dash, a hot rodded 390 engine and 4 
speed top-loader transmission. It turns out that Red owns 13 Galaxies and his son owns 7.  Now that’s what I 
call all in the family! Nice folks indeed. Ray is a charter member of the national club, a lifetime member. 

Below and right are other pics from the show 

 



   News  

Our next meeting will be held at the All Ford Show in Hillsboro, OR. Please see below for the show 
calendar. These are confirmed shows, except for those which do not have a date yet.  

All Ford Show – Hillsboro, OR - June 10. Please note that registration is open for this show. 
Please see: https://www.mustangwranglers.com/copy-of-afs-registration  

Planters Day Cruise In and Car Show – Woodland, WA – June 18. Registration is also open for 
this show. Please see https://www.planters-days.com/cruise-in-car-show  

WAAAM Show – Hood River, OR - July 8. There will be a get together and meal at Jim and Linda 
Gray’s home afterwards. Registration at https://www.waaamuseum.org/images/pdfs/TJ23-
Registration-Autos.pdf  

Beaches Car Show – Portland International Raceway - This is held weekly on Wednesdays 
throughout the summer. We will pick a date in mid-July. More information as we get closer to the 
date.  

Newberg Old Fashioned Festival – Newberg, OR - July 29. Details on show registration via the 
website at: http://www.newbergoldfashionedfestival.org/  

Slo Poks Vancouver Cruise In – Vancouver WA – August 19 – Information TBA, but Tony Fergu-
son has arranged for us to be together in reserved spaces for this show.  

Hub City Car Show – Centralia, WA – August 26 - Registration not showing at this time, but I con-
firmed the show is indeed on. Details TBA. 

 

Optional shows: 

Rod Run to the end of the World - Ocean Park, WA Sept 9,10. Several club members are com-
mitted to this show. See https://beachbarons.com/ 

Councours de’ Maryhill – Goldendale, WA – Oct 7 - Details to be announced, but this show is 
held at the Maryhill Museum of Art in Goldendale, WA 

Cars and Coffee - Sherwood, OR – This show runs every Saturday. -Some club members will be 
attending selected theme days.. Please see: https://portlandcarsandcoffee.com/  

Cars and Coffee Hood River: Begins on May 7 and runs through 10/23 on Sundays, at the 
WAAAM Museum. Dates below: 

5/7, 5/14, 5/28, 6/11, 6/25, 7/9. 7/23, 8/6, 8/20, 9/3, 9/11. 10/9, 10/23.  

There will no doubt be other shows that members will be attending. Please let Paul Sherbo 
know if you plan to attend other shows. We will attempt to put out a notice so that other 
members who want to come are aware.  

Let’s get out there and go trophy hunting. Have a great show season!   

 

 

What’s Happening—Show Calendar  

            MEETINGS AND SHOWS!! 



PATCHES AND DECALS 

CAR CLUB PATCHES 

MAP PATCH 

EITHER PATCH IS $10.00 EACH 

3.5” X 3.5” 
5” X 4” 

RED CAR PATCH 

GET THEM FROM OUR TREASURER ROSS LISLE 
BOTH PATCHES HAVE IRON-ON BACKS 

RECOMMEND SEWING THEM ON 

(YOUR DRY CLEANER CAN SEW THEM ON AFTER YOU IRON THEM IN PLACE) 

$2.50 THESE DECALS COST $2.50 EACH 



Advertise Your Stuff Here 

 BUY & SELL 

We are doing a bit of a reset in buy and sell. I asked members to inform me if their items were still for 

sale ahead of the last newsletter. I did not have responses, so we are doing a new set of verified ads. 

Stan the Ford Man in Battle Ground, Washington is always looking to buy or sell Galaxies or parts. Stan has 
several Galaxie wagons available, including a couple of 1960 two door wagons, and others through ‘67. Call 
Stan at 360-687-1216.He also has for sale an original hi-po intake manifold for a 428. He is asking $1,000 for 
it. Pictures below: 

 

 

 

      

 

Ray Tope is selling his 1961 Sunliner.  The car is a restoration in process, with many new parts, including just 
rebuilt and never used 410 engine C6 transmission. There are also coated Shorty headers, new Edelbrock 
intake, new Holley carb. Aluminum radiator, new dual master cylinder power disk brake setup, (brakes lines 
need installed) new alternator, new starter, new chrome air cleaner, American Racing wheels, good rubber on 
tires. new gas tank, interior redone (needs installed), new front bumper, top in excellent condition,  trim in ex-
cellent condition. All parts needed to complete the car are believed to be there. Asking 10K. Contact Paul 
Sherbo at thesherbos@gmail.com                

 

Loran Quakenbush is selling his 
very clean 1969 Ford Galaxie 500 
Convertible. Clean title. Runs and 
drives great.  Always garaged. 
Engine is a Cobra Jet V8, 3500 
miles on recent rebuild. Asking 
$17,000. Contact Loran at upand-
over181@gmail.com 
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  Bring On Your Ride and Your Words!  
Continued thanks to those who have contributed articles for this issue of our newsletter. You 

guys rock!  We always can use more. Also, don’t forget we welcome your ideas to improve 

the club and suggestion for activities.   


